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Another June Survey is behind us. Thank you for all the hard work and long hours tracking down farm 

operators and completing survey forms.  We had very few problems this year and appreciate your dedication 

to getting this big job done in a short time period. Even with a smaller sample size for the June Area Survey, 

we collected and processed a mountain of data.  The picture 

shows the 21 boxes of June Area questionnaires after we 

edited and processed them. It is really amazing that we send 

nearly 140 enumerators and supervisors out across three 

states with over 5,000 questionnaires and they are all 

returned and accounted for in less than 2 weeks. Given all 

that, response rates for the June Area Survey increased from 

last year in all three states. 

 

It seems like agricultural commodity prices have been on a 

roller coaster this spring.  These prices are generally always 

volatile depending on how spring planting turns out, but this 

year there are additional factors affecting prices. Prices are a 

function of supply and demand and farmers always have risk 

from the weather impacting the amount produced. However, 

this year, the trade issues are also calling into question what 

the demand for crops will look like this year. One analyst 

recently said crops were in a “headline market” with price 

changes based on the most recent news headline or tweet 

rather than fundamentals.  

 

NASS will provide up-to-date information to farmers and agribusinesses in the June Acreage and Grain 

Stocks reports that will help reduce risk/volatility and provide a more stable picture of supplies for the year.  

The factual information based on data you collected from producers for these reports will be published on 

June 29th while the Quarterly Hogs and Pigs report will be released on June 28th.  If you have a chance, take a 

look at these reports and see the end result of the many hours you spent interviewing farmers during the June 

survey period or view the executive briefing of these reports by clicking here. 

 

I also want to thank everyone that has helped us collect census data the past couple of months. Our census 

response rate continues to inch higher and stats are still editing completed census forms. We will soon turn our 

attention to collecting yield and production data on the Objective Yield and the Ag Yield Surveys.  The 

Survey Section and NASDA coordinators are busy getting ready for the objective yield training workshops 

and many of you will be involved in collecting data for those surveys. So, I hope you all have a chance to take 

some time off before the next big workload hits.  

 

 As always, thanks for your efforts, keep up the good work, and be safe! 

IA, MN, and WI completed June Area questionnaires -21 boxes. 

http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1000
http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1079
http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1079
http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1086
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Newsroom/Executive_Briefings/


 

 

 

UPCOMING TRAINING 

MINNESOTA 
 

Corn, Soybean & Potatoes OY: 

   Mini-Schools; July 11—19  

 

ARMS II/Veg Chem:  

   October 11-12 

 

Fall mini—schools: 

   November 

WISCONSIN 
 
Corn & Potatoes OY: 

   Mini-Schools; July 10—19  

 

Veg Chem: mid-September 

 

ARMS II: mid– October 

 

Fall mini—schools: 

   November 

Objective Yield  

The Objective Yield (OY) surveys provide data for monthly yield forecasts beginning in August through 

harvest. Our region is involved in the OY program for 3 crops: Corn, Soybeans, and Potatoes. All 3 states 

are involved in Corn OY; Iowa and Minnesota participate in Soybean OY; Minnesota and Wisconsin are in 

the Potato OY program. 

 

Chemical Use Program  

The NASS Agricultural Chemical Use Program is USDA’s official source of statistics about on-farm 

chemical use and pest management practices. Since 1990, NASS has surveyed U.S. farmers to collect 

information on the chemical ingredients they apply to agricultural commodities through fertilizers and 

pesticides. On a rotating basis, the program currently includes fruits; vegetables; major field crops such as 

cotton, corn, potatoes, soybeans, and wheat; and nursery and floriculture crops. The program also collects 

information on the pest management practices farmers implement to reduce their dependence on 

agricultural chemicals (e.g., practices that make pesticides more effective or are an alternative to 

pesticides).  Each survey focuses on the top-producing states that together account for the majority of U.S. 

acres or production of the surveyed commodity. Data are available at the state level for all surveyed states. 

Data items published include: 

 Percentage acreage treated, number of applications, rates of application, and total amounts applied of 

the primary macronutrients nitrogen (N), phosphate (P2O5) , and potash (K2O) as well as the secondary 

macronutrient sulfur (S).  

 Percentage acreage or production treated, number of applications, rates of application, and total 

amounts applied of the individual active ingredients composing all registered pesticides used. Active 

ingredients are classified as herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, or other (regulators, desiccants, etc.), 

according to the pesticide product classification.  

 Percentage acreage or production treated, and percentage of total operations using a selection of pest 

management practices fitting under the PAMS (prevention, avoidance, monitoring, and suppression) 

classification.  

 

ARMS II is the field crop portion of the Chemical Use program and includes Corn and Soybeans this year 

for all 3 states in our region. 

 

Vegetable Chem Use will be conducted in Minnesota and Wisconsin this year on selected vegetables. 

 

 

UPCOMING SURVEYS 

IOWA 
 
Corn & Soybean OY: 

   Mini-Schools; July 11—19  

 

ARMS II: September 17-19,   

  Des Moines 

 

Fall mini—schools: 

   November 



 

 

 

 Susan Cowles, Estimate Section 
 
I heard on the news the first day of summer was June 21, 

2018.  I don’t know about you, but I was drenched with 

sweat from the heat long before June 21.  So, I don’t think I 

will count summer as beginning according to the 

astronomical calendar (when the sun reaches its highest point in the 

sky).  I am now a proponent of the meteorological calendar which says 

summer begins on June 1.  I will agree that it was HOT well before that 

(in spite of some very late winter weather in northern Iowa, Minnesota 

and Wisconsin), but at least that moves the start of summer up about 

three weeks! 

 

I feel like I move slower in the heat.  But enumerators have no such 

option. You have to scurry around to July Cattle and Cattle on Feed 

records as well as Objective Yield plots as July comes to a close.  And 

just for a dollop of variety, a few folks get to go to grain elevators to 

collect Prices Received Profiles.  We always seem to have another task 

waiting for us whenever we finish something. 

 

Now, go forth and collect data—but wear sunscreen and drink lots of  

water!  It looks like this summer could be a warm one. 

 
 

NEW  
EMPLOYEES 

 

 

(MN) 

Christi Daberkow Fitzloff  

Mark Larson 

Joleen Pape  

 

(WI) 

Arthur Post, Jr. 

Jeff Stauffacher 

 NASDA Newsletter: October 2018 

The next NASDA Newsletter will be published in October 2018.   

Do you have any interesting stories from ARMS III or  

your mid-year training to share?  

Submit your story or picture to your NASDA Coordinator by  

Thursday, September 20 to be included in the next newsletter . 
 

 

MADE JUST 
FOR YOU! 

 
Remember —  

the NASDA/NASS web-

site contains a wealth of  

information for you.   

 

This is where you will 

find your handbook,  

accident forms,  

safety tips,  

newsletters,  

survey descriptions,  

timesheet information, 

and much more. 
 

Visit 

www.nasda.org 
often to keep 

informed 

 

 

Faye Propsom, IA NASDA Coordinator 
 
I don’t know about you, but now that data collection for 

June Area is complete, it’s time to start thinking of my 

garden. As many of you know, I’m an avid flower 

gardener and most everything that’s in my garden is 

there for the birds or butterflies. So, here is a picture of 

the new addition to my garden. 

Now to focus on work related items. Objective Yield is 

right around the corner and most of you will attend 

training for this in July. But I would like to take the 

time to remind everyone to make sure you stay hydrated, wear lots 

of sunscreen, and be aware of your surroundings. Remember to let 

someone know before you head out where you plan on going for the 

day; the time and location of the fields you plan on being in; and 

bring your phones into the fields with you, just in case. Hope you all 

have a great summer! 



 

 

 

NASS PUBLICATIONS 

   

1) From the iPad home screen, select NASS Icon. 

2) In the Statistics by State, tap the arrow to get a list of states, select yours. 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Under the ‘<State> Publications’ or 

‘<State> Publications and Services’, find 

‘Crop Progress & Condition’  

 

 

 

 

4) Dates that are blue have a published release, dates that are black are upcoming releases. 

 

 

 

 

5) Select the most recent release. 

6) Check out the Crop Conditions table. 

7) Check out the Field Work and Crop Progress table as well as the Days Suitable for Fieldwork 

and Soil Moisture Supplies 

 a) Iowa and Wisconsin publish these numbers at both the state and district level. Check to see 

how your district compares. 

 

GET TO KNOW YOUR iPAD!! 

 

Check the Crop Progress in your state.  This is published each Monday from April through November and 

monthly December through March. Record your time under Project Code 350. 



 

 

 

Jim and Betty Portz, (IA) celebrate their  

50th wedding anniversary! 

 

Carl Peterson (WI) having fun after 42 

years! 



 

 

 

ARMS III Rookie 

Don S, Bill B, Faye P 

Annual Awards 

Larry B, Teresa B, 

Doug D, Michelle K, 

Richard H, Cindy A 

Length of Service 

Connie M, Michelle K, 

Teresa B, Steve H 

ARMS III awards 

Barb M, Leisha K, Carol G, Rhonda P, 

Jim F,  Ruth W, Richard H, Kim B, Beth 

B, Bob J, Janice N, Jerry N,  Susan W, 

Bonnie R  



 

 

 

     Group of the Year 

Linda Hubbling’s Group (South West MN) 

Paul W. Neal P. Darcie C. Linda H. Dennis G. Sandy 

G. Linda W. Terry C. Christi D. Diane D. David H.  

Group of the Year Award 
The Cowboy boot was  the new 
non monetary award in MN.  
(missing the candy: “cow tails”) 



 

 

 

Length of Service 

Kim S, Diane Q, Tony Z, Kermit T, Rita 

M, Steve P 

 

Extra Effort 

Bob S, Phyllis W,  Kermit T, Larry B 

ARMS III Awards 

Back: Steve P, Marie G, Tony Z,  

Ernie A,  Janis Y, Jim D, Bob S, 

Kevin L, Nancy L. 

Front: Dennis B, Rita M, Mary B, 

Archie H,, Kermit T, Keith W. 


